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BILLY'S PAGE
Dr. Watson left Chester,
England early one morning.
When his cab came to a fork in
the road, the driver noticed the
road sign had been knocked
over. The sign was used to
show travelers the road to
Chester, Stoke - On - Trent or
Manchester. How did Watson
figure out the proper path to take?
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ANSWER
Watson erected the sign so the
arrow to Chester pointed back the
way from which they had just
ridden. The other arrows then
pointed their proper directions.

Liza Jinks
Age 11
Danville, California

See your work in PRINT!
.,__.....,. Mail your creations to:
Holmes For The Holidays
1415 Swanwick St.
Matt Rana
Chester, IL 62233
"The Shadows Of The Elm"
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Hugh Dunnit, our mysterious mouse detective has
listed eight clues to the above question. Using your best
detective skills, and a little luck, read one clue at a time (in
any order) and see how many clues it takes you to solve
the mystery of What Is It?
1) I have been found in Egyptian tombs dating to
3000 B. C.
2) Originally I was a pencil - sized twig with one
frayed end.
3) I received a new look in 1498 when the Chinese
began using hog bristles.
4) The Medieval Europeans preferred a soft horsehair version of me, although Dr. Fauchard recommended use of a small natural sponge.

5) The discovery of nylon in the 1930's brought about
the final change in my appearance.
6) Daily use of me leads to plaque - free teeth and
healthy gums.
7) Proper use of me gives you something to smile
about - and with.
8} I was.electrified in 1961 by the Squibb Company
and endorsed by the ADA.
The answer is on page 27. See how you rate against
the Master!

f\ycroff5 f\e,55age,
by Peter J. Crupe
As most of you know, Holmes was an avid reader of
the agony column in London newspapers. Holmes
studied this column in order to find messages which may
lead to the solving of a case (see The Adventure of
The Red Circle). Holmes also placed ads in the agony
column (see The Adventure of The Blue
Carbuncle).
Let us suppose Sherlock's brother Mycroft wanted to
summon Sherlock to the Diogenes Club to give him the
details of a case involving the British government. Such a
summons by Mycroft would have to be in the form of a
secret message. What better place to send such a
message than the agony column!!
Now, as the clock reads 2:21
pm, I have come up with what
would be a most secretive message for Mycroft to send which
could only be understood by the
Holmes brothers!!
If Mycro~ wanted to get Sherlock to come over to the Diogenes
club, he might place an ad as
follows:
MIGHT YOU COME RIGHT
OVER FOR TEA?
Do you know how Holmes
knew this invitation was for him?
Take the first letter of each word,
they spell Mycroft!! Undoubtedly,
such a message would see Sherlock arriving at the Diogenes Club
as sure as the Bat signal would
summon Batman.

Match Wits Wrth Moran
The Colonel has come up with three sticky problems.
See if you can solve each riddle. The answers are on
page 27.
1. Remove five matches and leave three complete
squares.

2. Take away eight matches and leave three
squares behind (only
two are the same size).

3. Change the position of
only three matches to
form five squares of
equal size.
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On crhe Right Cfrack
Charles McCarthy's hunting lodge in Boscombe
Valley was looted last night. Luckily, three inches of snow
had fallen the previous morning and some great tracks
were left as evidence. Our four suspects, a man, a horse,
a wolf and a rabbit, all passed by the lodge sometime that
night. Our only clue is that the culprit walked from right to
left (as viewed in our illustration). Identify each trail left in
the snow below and deduce the guilty party.
(answers on page 27)
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HOLMES ALWAYS GETS HIS MAN
The Effect: You announce that Sherlock Holmes has
prdicted who is guilty of a crime (your choice) and that
Holmes' selection is sealed in an envelope placed on the
table. The spectator is told that they will "finger" the
suspect by following your instructions. They can pick ony
even numbered card as their starting point, and then
mentally (so you won't know where they are) hop from
card to card in any direction - left, right, up or down (never
diagonally and never skipping a card) - the number of
spaces you request. After six moves they will always land
on Holmes' prediction.
2
3
How the trick works: This
1
is one of those amazing
mathematical mysteries that
will always work automatic~
ally. Holmes' prdiction is Card
#4 - Prof. Moriarty, so write his
·
name on a piece of paper and
place it in an envelope on the
7
8
9
table.
Lay the cards on the table as shown in our diagram
then follow the sequence of moves as listed below. Remember to stress that they .a:wfil start on an even
numbered card and ~ move diagonally. If you follow
these instructions, Holmes will always have deduced the
villian your spectator selects at the end.
Spectator starts on even numbered card.
Move 5 spaces - then remove card #2
Move 4 spaces - then remove card #8
Move 3 spaces - then remove card #9
Move 2 spaces - then remove cards #3 & #7
Move 1 space - then remove card #6
Move 1 space - then remove cards #1 & #5
Card #4 - prof. Moriarty will be the guilty one every time!
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• IRENE ADLER
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• PROF. JAMES MORIARTY
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• CHARLES A. MILVERTON
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• LORD ST. SIMON

• COL. SEBASTIAN MORAN
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• COL. LYSANDER STARK
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• SAILOR HUDSON
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To Snow Or Rot To SnO\t/
by Stephen W. Dalton
illustrations by Sue Dalton

All was not right in the Snow Kingdom. It was the
day of the Winter Ball, when all snowflakes in the
kingdom were to show off their new clothes. Usually, it
was a day of happiness for everyone, a day that all
looked forward to. But this near, something was wrong.
This year, King Snowflake was very upset.

He sat on his throne in the clouds, feeling so sad that
a teardrop appeared and froze in the corner of his eye.
Everything would be ruined now, he thought to himself,
and on THIS of all days. After all, this coming night was
the night when all of his snowflake subjects would come
to the palace in their white suits and dresses. Before the
dance, all snowflakes would line up and show the king
their new outfits. Then, at midnight, each would drop from
the clouds to flutter down to the earth below and cover the
ground. This was the big event of the year for all of the
snowflakes in the Snow Kingdom, the snowfall, and the
king usually couldn't wait for the day to come. But this
year, everything was wrong. And he worried that it might
never be right again.
"Snow use worrying about it, Sire," the jester said,
giggling.
But the king didn't laugh. Even his favorite joke from
the jester didn't work. "You're right." he said to the jester,
"It's no use worrying about it...because nothing can be
done. But it still worries me. The Winter Ball will be
ruined now. And without the Winter Ball, there will be no
snow falling this year. What's winter without US? No
snow, no winter."
Queen Snowflake came to his side, her head
hanging. "I'm sorry, my king," she said, "We've looked
everywhere. No one·can find it."
"Then we'll have to cancel the Winter Ball," the kind
said, staring down at the gray clouds beneath his feet. "If
the princess cannot attend, then no one can."
"Maybe she just lost it," the queen said, trying her
best to cheer him up. "Maybe she misplaced it. .. maybe it
will be found."
"But our servants have looked everywhere, my
queen. And besides, a princess cannot just LOSE her
new dress. This is the biggest day of her life ...her first
snowfall. How could she possible lose her dress?" He
shook his head slowly, "No, I'm afraid it may have been
stolen."
"Stolen?" The queen gasped, "But who would do

such a thing? Who would want to ruin our Winter Ball?"
"The White Witch, that's who." The king shivered to
even think of her. "She is evil enough to do it. She hates
to see the joy of the children on earth when the first snow
comes. She hates fun, laughter, children playing in the
snow. She would be the one to do it...to steal my
daughter's new white gown, to ruin the Winter Ball, to stop
the snowfall and ruin the winter for children everywhere. I
am sure that the White Witch did it."
"Which witch was that, Sire?" the jester asked,
hoping to ease the king's pain with a pun.

The king ignored him. "Bring the princess here." He
ordered his servants. "There has to be an answer to this
mystery."
"Sherlock Holmes could figure it out," the jester said.
"There's snowbody smarter than him."
The king glared at him, not in the mood for silly puns.
Princess Snowflake had been sitting alone in her
room, moping. The big day was here, the day she had
waited for all of her life, and now it was not to be. She
had been so excited about it-·--how she would show off
her new white outfit, how it would look just as beautiful as
everyone else's, and how she would float gently down to
the ground to cover it, followed by the rest of the
snowflakes.
And how the children on earth would love her! Why,
she could be part of a snowball, or a snow fort, or have a
sled glide over her. Maybe somebody would even
choose her to make snow ice cream. She had been so
excited, knowing that she was finally going to be a part of
some child's fun this winter.
But now it wasn't to be. Her white gown was
missing, gone without a trace, and he had no idea what
had happened to it. She knew she could never be a real
snowflake without her white gown. Without that, she was
just another drop of sleet. Without her white clothing,
there was nothing at all special about her. Only the
snowflakes were truly beautiful, and now she wouldn't be
able to be one.
As she walked toward the throne, she wondered
what could have possibly happened to her gown. It had
been hanging in her closet, all that time, just waiting for
the big day when she would get to put it on----and now it
was missing. Had she somehow lost it? Or was it stolen?
And, if it had been taken, who could DO such a thing?
And WHY?
She sat down next to her father at the throne, feeling
more sad than she had ever felt in her life. She could see

by the looks on her parents' faces that they, too, were
upset. But she knew that no one felt worse about it than
she did. After all, they had been able to be snowflakes on
earth before. They had stayed on the ground for months
like all other snowflakes, to be melted and returned to the
clouds by the warm sun in the springtime.
It just wasn't fair! When would SHE get to be a real
snowflake? Probably never, the way it looked. And, if the
princess couldn't lead the way for the snowflakes to fall,
then nobody else would get to do it either. Winter was
ruined this year, and all because she had somehow lost
her white clothing.
"Are you sure you cannot find it?' the king asked her,
"Are you absolutely SURE?"
"Yes, Father," she answered, "I have looked
everywhere. It's not there. It's gone."
"Then what could have happened to it?" Queen
Snowflake asked, "A beautiful white gown cannot just
disappear into thin air."
"No, it cannot," the king agreed, "But it CAN be
stolen ...by someone evil enough to do such a thing."
"The White Witch!" the queen cried, "But how? The
guards would never let he get close enough to the
palace."
I don't know. But she has her witching ways. Her
magic is as powerful as her evil."
"Which witch witches which kingdom?" the jester
joked, grinning at the king.
0r maybe ... " King Snowflake's eyes narrowed as
he stared at the jester. "Maybe our silly friend here has
pulled a joke on us, and not a very funny one. Maybe he
thinks it would be fun to see rain instead of snow this
winter."
"Oh no, Sire." The jester rolled his eyes, still
grinning. "Only a real DRIP would want rain."
The king wasn't laughing. "It had not better be you,
my foolish jester, or you shall never jest or joke again."
11

"Surely you JEST, Sire ... " The jester's smile
suddenly went away when he saw that his king was
serious. "Why would I dare to do such a thing? I know
that this is the year for Princess Snowflake to lead the
snowfall. Why would I want to ruin that with a silly joke?"
"I don't know ... " The king continued to stare at him.
'Why WOULD you?"
The frost began to melt and turn into tiny droplets of
sweat on the jester's face as he stared back at the angry
king. "I would NEVER do that, Sire. It had to be the White
Witch who did it, and no one else. It is SHE you should
be talking to, not l...Sire."
The king threw his hands into the air. "And what am I
to say to the White Witch? We snowflakes cannot risk
making her angry. We do not have the power to fight her.
She would change all of us into common, ordinary
raindrops. And THEN where would we be?"
"We would be mud, Sire," the jester said, not quite so
afraid now that the king was talking about someone other
than him, "Because raindrops turn into mud when they hit
the ground."
"Quiet!" the king shouted. He sighed deeply, then
shrugged his shoulders, suddenly looking sad instead of
mad. "There is nothing we can do. The Winter Ball is less
than an hour from now, and my princess will not be able
to lead the snowflakes without her white gown. We must
call off the Winter Ball. There will be no snow this year."
He looked at the princess. "I am sorry, my dear."
Princes Snowflake covered her face with her hands
and left the throne. She ran to her room and threw herself
onto her bed, crying so hard she thought she would never
stop. She knew that it was all over, that there would be
no dance and no snowfall this year.
Suddenly there was a bright light that filled the room.
At first she thought that it might be one of her wild cousins,
the Lightning Bolts, but she knew that they only came
around in the spring and summer. Frightened, she

slowly raised her head and looked up to see what it was.
She almost screamed at what she saw. There, at the
foot of her bed, was a winged woman, glowing bright with
light.
"Who are you?" the princess asked, barely able to
breath from fright, "Are ... are you the White Witch?"
"No Princess Snowflake," the glowing woman said in
a soft voice, "I am the Fairy Snowmother. And I have
come to help you."

"Help me? But how? Someone has taken my snow
gown, and I won't be able to go to earth this year."
"I have taken your snow gown, my dear."
"You/ But WHY?"
"Because I have something better for you. It is time
for a change."
"1. .. 1don't understand."
With a flick of the wand in her hand, the Fairy
Snowmother said some magic words. There was a
"poof!", then a glittering cloud around the princess.
Suddenly she was wearing the most beautiful white gown
she had ever seen.
"Well?" The Fairy Snowmother smiled at her, What
do you think?"
"lt's ... it's wonderful!" the princess cried, looking down
at her new gown, "But..." she suddenly frowned, "But it's
so ... so DIFFERENT."
"Of course ifs different, my dear. I felt it was time for
a change, so I made you a new one."
"But everyone's outfit is always the same. No one
has EVER worn anything this ... this different."
"Well, I got into a bit of a rush ... everyone's always
wanting magic from me, you know ....that was the best I
could do on such short notice. But it will have to do, I
suppose. It IS better than nothing at all."
"Well ..."
"The Winter Ball is ready to begin, even as we speak.
Unless the king has already called it off... "
"Oh!" the princess cried, "I must hurry!" She jumped
up from her bed, started to run away, but stopped. "Thank
you, Fairy Snowmother...thank you ever so much!"
"No problem, Princess Snowflake. Just doing my
job."
"And I LOVE my new gown, Fairy Snowmother... even
if it is different from everybody else's. Thank you!"
''You'd better run along, or you'll be late."
She rushed toward the throne, bubbling with excite11

ment. As she got there, she could see the king speaking
to all of his subjects.
"So, my good snowflakes..." the king said, sadness in
his face, "I am sorry to tell you that there will be no
snowfall this year. I can understand how disappointed all
of you must be, but..."
A sudden gasp from the thousands of snowflakes cut
his words short. All eyes were upon Princess Snowflake
as she walked up next to the king in her dazzling new
white gown.
"What!" The king was shocked at the sight of her
new outfit. "What are you wearing, my dear? l.. .l've never
seen anything quite like it. lt's ... lt's so, uh, so
DIFFERENT!"
"Of course it's different, Father," the princess said,
smiling at him, "the Fairy Snowmother made it for me.
Don't you just LOVE it?"
"Well, I, uh ... 1don't know. I mean, nobody ELSE
looks like THAT..."
"It's all right to be different..." the Fairy Snowmother's
voice boomed out from above; she smiled down at the
crowd, her tiny glowing wings fluttering from above.
"Being different is how you express yourself. Ifs what
makes you yourself and no one else. After all, I think it's a
bit BORING when everybody's the same....don't you?"
"Yes ... " Queen Snowflake agreed, admiring her
daughter's dress, then looking up at the Fairy
Snowmother.
"Do you think you could make
EVERYONE'S outfit a little different?
"No problem, Queen Snowflake," she said.
"Snow problem!" the jester yelled, "Snow's snow
problem snowmore."
"That's NO problem, you silly jester," the Fairy
Snowmother corrected him, "Snow's NO problem
ANYmore." She turned to the crowd of snowflakes below.
"As I said, no problem. Just a few flicks from my trusty
wand, and it's done."
0

"Then let's DO it," the king shouted, suddenly filled
with happiness, "Make each snowflake different!"
"Oh, thank you, Fairy Snowmother," Princess Snowflake cried. "Now this winter will be white ... and the most
beautiful EVER! And all thanks to you I"
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"All in a day's work, my dear." And with those words,
the Fairy Snowmother began flicking her magic wand,
instantly changing each snowflake until not one looked
like any other.
And that was how it came to be that no two
snowflakes are identical, even to this day.
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• Our Answer Page·
Hugh Dunnit Asks: "What Is It?" (page 7)
Our mystery subject, the toothbrush, has been around
for a long time! Sherlock Holmes, who deduced
our answer using two clues (#3 & #8), painfully
remembers the old hog bristle toothbrush. Dr.
Watson needed three clues (#1, #5 & #6) and
Inspector Lestrade used four (#2, #4, #7 & #6) to
solve our riddle.
Match Wits With Moran (page 9)
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On The Right Track (page 11)
Our suspects are (from top to bottom} a wolf, a man, a
rabbit, a horse. The guilty party is the horse.
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SLYLOCKFOX
;)ft this wry cold day ( 1tr
betoV\ freezing), Granny
Squirrel reported firewood
was stolen from her woodpile. hdy Shrew. insists

tie's innocent. He claims

tiese logs were a gift from

rus brother for helping build
a snowman today. Why ·,
'.toes 'Slylock Fox' think
Shady Shrew·islying?
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SLYf.OCK FOX
Slylock Fox teaches an
adult education ciass on
criminology. He suspects
Shadr Shrew cheated on
todays essay exam. In·
stead of writing the essay
in class as he was $Up-posed to_do, Slylock thinks
Shady handed in an exam

that was written outside of
class. Whatevidencesupports Slylock's conclu- ~~~
sion?

